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Current landscape: Globally 

• ESIs have gone through some reform, from partial unbundling 
of utilities to power pools to complete unbundling with 
privatisation.

• Some, like Brazil have had a number of waves of 
reform

• Within Africa, countries like Kenya have instituted 
reforms

• Renewable energy use on the rise as prices continue to fall

• In 2016, growth in renewable energy reached its 
highest, 62% of net capacity additions in 2016

• Also in 2016, new renewable capacity installed 
exceeded new fossil fuel capacity

• Utilities have had to rethink how they operate in order to 
survive in the current environment

• In some places, strict policies put in place on lowering 
proportion of energy mix accounted for by fossil fuels, 
or making it difficult to add new fossil fuel capacity 

• Market prices have fallen drastically as renewable 
prices fall. 

• Many utilities have incurred heavy asset impairments 
on their coal and nuclear assets, and lost market value 
and had to decommission plants

• E.g. RWE (Germany) shut down 12GW of capacity 
since 2012, and took impairments of €16bn from 2010 
to 2016 3
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Current landscape: Locally 

• As the main player in the South African ESI, issues in the ESI are inextricably linked with Eskom’s issues

• 350% increase in electricity pricess from 2007 to 2017

• Primary energy costs:

• Unplanned expenditure on diesel for OCGT

• Increased coal costs – doubled from 2010 to 2017

• Capital expenditure – over R66bn in FY2017 (38% of revenue in FY2017). Capital expenditure also 
affected by delays at Medupi and Kusile

• Dampened demand - sales have been relatively flat to declining since 2012

• Eskom debt – annually rising debt, 716% percent from FY2008 to FY2017. 
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Current landscape: Locally 

• Effects of renewables – average portfolio cost declined by 68% from BW1 to BW 2

• Solar PV fell by 75%

• This along with price increases worries about reliability has seen people move to alternatives, albeit a small 
number
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Source PV Wind CSP

BW1 3.686 1.607 3.832

BW2 2.476 1.359 3.680

BW3 1.270 0.727 N/A

REIPPPP estimated price trends

Source: Independent Power Producers Procurement Programme (IPPPP), An overview as at 30 June 

2017, page 19.

Average prices of RE IPP projects per BW in the first half 

of 2017 (ZAR/kWh)

Source: NERSA, Monitoring renewable energy performance of power 

plants, Progress in the first half of 2017, Issue 10 September 2017, 

page 15.
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Proposed reforms and restructuring
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Limited active involvement in renewable generation 
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• Eskom has ventured into renewable energy through the Sere wind farm, 
in the Western Cape.

• The wind farm has a nameplate capacity of 100 MW (0.23% of Eskom’s 
nominal capacity).

• Eskom is developing a Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) plant near 
Upington.

• Capacity still small relative to total capacity.

• Missed out on developing skills and learning by doing in order to 
capitalise on declining costs observed today.

• A more aggressive approach may have helped to avoid issues 
encountered with Medupi and Kusile by providing flexibility .
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Looking to the future
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• Resolution of issues is not only an Eskom problem. 

• Policy plays a big part:

• Policy needs to give direction, certainty and respond to changes in the operating environment (e.g. 

delayed expansion of Eskom capacity in the 2000s).

• Policy also needs to learn from previous policies not implemented. 

• What made policies untenable?

• Could the benefits of the proposed policies be realised through other means?

• Restructuring:

• May still need to be considered. Some empirical evidence suggests that it is beneficial.

• Needs to take into account a number of issues as reform implies there will be losers.

• Important that it is done when options still exist ad not as a “last ditch effort”

• Eskom in renewables:

• Need policy support and encouragement for Eskom to explore this further.

• Building expertise may result in other opportunities, e.g. building plants in other countries.

• Studies show that utilities that are doing well invested extensively in renewable energy.



Utility Category Description 

Enel (Italy)
Renewable energy leaders

Half of capacity is renewables. Targeting 

full decarbonisation

NextEra (USA) North America's largest wind generator

Engie (France)

Belated transition underway

Hobbled by debt

RWE (Germany) Declining revenues for 5 years

E.ON (Germany) Imperilled nuclear capacity 

AGL (Australia)

Coal capacity still supported through 

energy policy uncertainty

NTPC (India)

Coal capacity still supported electricity 

demand growth

CEIC (China) Merger to cut reliance on coal

NRG (USA)

Laggards not modernising

Failure to act on technological disruption

TEPCO (Japan)

Nuclear capacity offline and dependent on 

thermal power 

Eskom (South Africa)

Failure to recognise technological 

disruption

Source: Buckley, T and Nicholas, S., 2017, Global electricity utilities in transition: Leaders and laggards, 11 case studies, Institute for Energy Economic and Financial Analysis, page 3.



Successful utilities  

13• *The Italian FTSE MIB Index measures the performance of 40 Italian equities and is the primary benchmark Index for 
the Italian equity markets, capturing approximately 80% of the domestic market capitalisation.

Enel: Italian utility

• 38 305 MW or 45% of installed capacity is renewables based (FY 2017)

• Gross operating margin for renewables grew by over 200% from 2010 to 2017.

• Plans to close all coal and lignite plants by 2030.

• Has outperformed the Italian FTSE MIB Index over the last 10 years.*

• Operates in 34 countries

RWE: German utility 

• Once one of Germany’s biggest companies 

• Fall in energy market prices lead to massive asset impairments ( €4.3 bn n 2016) mostly on conventional plants

• Also had to shut down 12GW of capacity between 2012 and 2017

• Reacted through the establishment of Innogy that generates electricity from renewable sources and offers services 
including storage technologies and energy efficiency.

• Proven profitable and rose to a market value 2x that of RWE.
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